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> Sewing instructions <

Christmas tree baubles

Once the dark days draw near and you start to spend more time at home again, you 
feel more inclined to make yourself as comfortable as possible within your own four 
walls.

With this sewing package, you can sew a series of decorative baubles shaped as 
Christmas tree, hearts and stars: It‘s not at all complicated! Our sewing instructions 
will show you how. The baubles aren‘t just great for the Christmas tree; they‘re just as 
good in Advent bouquets, along banisters or on door handles. Have fun sewing along!

• 0.25 m bunting, red
• 0.25 m bunting, blue
• 0.25 m tartan
• 0.25 m Cotton Stars, medium
• 0.25 m Aunt Emma Floral Whirligig
• 0.25 m Aunt Emma Garland Dance
• 1.2 m satin ribbon, blue
• 1.2 m satin ribbon, red  
• 1 x red thread
• 1 pack Vlieseline furnishing wadding
• Fabric shears, chalk, measuring tape or ruler, iron, sewing machine

Material required
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Cut out the paper pattern and place it on the folded fabric. Secure the paper pattern to the 
fabric using pins and use tailor‘s chalk to draw on a 1 cm seam allowance. To make things 
clearer, it is best to also trace the outlines of the bauble that you will later sew upon. Cut out 
the bauble. 

Cut off a 40 cm long piece of the satin ribbon. Position the ends of the ribbon precisely on top 
of one another and sew them securely with a couple of stitches. This will ensure that it does 
not pucker if you sew it onto the bauble directly.

Tailoring
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Preparing the ribbon for hanging
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Christmas tree baubles
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Remove the paper pattern from the tailored 
bauble and secure the two fabric layers, finis-
hed side to finished side, with pins at a couple 
of places.
Pin the suspending ribbon between the two 
sections at the place designated. When you 
now sew along the marked line using a short 
stitch length, ensure that the ribbon does 
not pucker. Beginning and end of the turn 
opening.
Cut up to 0.5 cm into the seam allowance 
from the top down cut into the inner corners. 
Also trim the seam allowances of the Christ-
mas tree‘s spikes so that they are shaped 
attractively on the bauble.
But be careful not to cut into the seam!

Turn the bauble inside out and draw the corners out using a moderately sharp object 
(for instance, a knitting needle). Fill your bauble with the furnishing wadding. Finally, sew the 
turn opening using a couple of stitches sewn by hand.

Sewing it together

Turning inside out and filling
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> Have fun ! <
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